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ARTICLE DETAILS

ABSTRACT

Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to propose a conceptual framework on the key determinant of psychosocial adjustments in terms of behavior, social, emotion and mental health among abused children in residential care.

Methodology: This research is designed as a qualitative study approach. Case study method is used to explore primer data which emphasis on psychosocial adjustments and narrative data from the perspective of children living in residential care. Research participants consist of children living in welfare care in Perlis, Malaysia and the respective staffs.

Findings: Chronic abuse will leave harmful effects on various aspects of the children’s development. Abuse will also affect one’s emotional wellness and balance which will further impact the psychosocial stability of an individual in adulthood. Most victims will not be able to develop a sense of belonging and necessary social skills which eventually will lead to these individuals not being able to socialize in the real life situations. Therefore the placements of these children in a safe environment so as to ensure better care and protection must be given proper attention. The transition of caregivers from parents to the welfare centre will affect these children too. They need time to build trust and relationship so that they can feel comfortable to share their experiences and also emotions. Caregivers in the institutions are the main elements in ensuring the quality and effectiveness of educational programmes of the centres.

Practical Implications: Rehabilitation programme is needed to balance the children’s needs based on age and ability to give the residents chances to practice skills and also learn to adapt to the outside world.

Social Implications – The institutions should provide conducive life experiences as they have a large impact to the success of the rehabilitation process. In addition, good quality services in fulfilling the children’s need will assure healthy development of the children and their ability to adapt well to the outside world.
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1. Introduction
Child abuse involves direct actions which are unsuitable or lead to physical hurt towards children by adults or caregivers and eventually will affect their development emotionally, socially and psychologically (Koizumi & Takagishi, 2014). There are various forms of child abuse be it physical, sexual, emotional and abandonment (Bruskas & Tessin, 2013). Child abuse is complex and complicated predicament to be diagnosed to determine whether it is an accident, illness or intentional hurt (Alavi, Amin, Subhi, Mohamad, & Sarnon, 2012). Child abuse is not restricted to the child’s situation alone but it involves those who have been trusted to care for the child such as helpers, relatives, neighbours or even teachers (Md.Akhir et al., 2012; United Nations Children’s Fund Malaysia, 2010).

According to the Welfare Department Statistics or Jabatan Kebajikan Masyarakat (JKM) (2014), reported cases of child abuse indicate worrying figure for the period of 2010 to 2013 which is 14,662 cases. The victims of abuse will be rescued and if the children need care and protection, actions will be taken according to the Children Act 2001 as follows (Jabatan Kebajikan Masyarakat, 2015), (i) being placed in child home for three years or until the victims reaching the age of 18, or (ii) being put in the custody of a qualified and suitable caregivers for a period decided by the court under the supervision of a ‘protector’ (a welfare officer). According to the statistics released by the Welfare Department (2014), for the period of three years from 2012 to 2014, the total number of children needing protections has increased around four to seven percent. In the year 2012, a total of 3,831 cases were reported and have increased by 7.5 percent to 4,119 cases in 2013. The cases further increased 4.3 percent to 4,295 cases in 2014.

2. Problem Statement
Although abuse cases in Malaysia are getting worse, studies on cases and victims are unpopular and difficult to find (Wahab, Tan, Marimuthu, Razali, & Muhamad, 2013) especially those related to psychosocial adjustments studies involving victims of abuse are limited may be due to difficulties to access the respondents (Wahab et al., 2013). Very little information regarding life and roles of residential care are known in Malaysia (Raj & Raval, 2013).

The main aim of setting up a protective institution is to educate, kick start behavioural changes and self perception and also to influence identity building (Raj & Raval, 2013). The process should be carried out through various social pedagogic activities and approaches led by trained professionals such as social workers, teachers, counselors, special needs services and psychiatrics (Morton, 2015). However, children currently living in the residential care do not receive effective services from the mentioned group of professionals. Instead, they are placed in a special social environment together with children and adults, interacting and connecting daily (Glantz & Gushwa, 2013). In the efforts to handle psychosocial challenges, the residents of residential care are more comfortable sharing problems and seeking supports from peers within the institutions as compared to the staffs of the institution (Abd. Manaf & Mokhtar, 2013). This clearly indicates that children’s development are not individually focused in the care and protective institutions. Hence, the children are facing difficulties in handling psychosocial adjustments when they are in an outside environment away from the care and protective institutions (Almas et al., 2015).

Limited knowledge regarding issues related to the residential care residents will create a stigma and negative images as from adults’ perspectives, these children are categorized as troubled children (Chan, 2013). Inadequate primer data which covers psychosocial adjustment and narratives data from the residence perspectives are the loopholes that need to be explored. Limited information and data related to psychosocial development is a sign to the need of more attention and research in the area.

3. Literature Review
3.1 Psychosocial Adjustment
Psychosocial adjustment refers to one’s ability to function and adapt successfully in fulfilling surrounding needs (Almas et al., 2015). Psychosocial needs are also pictured as stable mental health in various aspects such as personal contentment, family, satisfactory relationship, the ability to contribute to the community and acquiring positive social skills. One of the psychosocial adjustments concept is by looking at the individual being free from external or internal behavioural problems. To evaluate one’s psychosocial situation is when the individual interact or communicate with surrounding people in a social situation (Renfree, Mcdermott, Nelson, Zeanah, & Fox, 2015).
In conclusion, psychosocial adjustments refer to a balance aspects of behavioural, emotional, cognitive and social domain (Almas et al., 2015; Renfree et al., 2015).

3.2 Effects of Child’s Abuse
Chronic abuse give harmful effects in various aspects of the victim’s life development especially children who face constant abuse at every development stage (Yampolskaya, Mowery, & Dollard, 2014). Past and contemporary studies have proven that children who suffer abuse and maltreatment since young will exhibit critical behavioural problems (Yampolskaya et al., 2014). The behavioural problems may occur externally or internally. Therefore, these behavioural problems are the main contributor towards the lack of social inclinations such as running away from home, disciplinary problems, delinquents, free sex and substances abuse (Morton, 2015).

Victims of abuse pose higher risks in having social problems due to low self efficacy, self concept, lack of stress management and problem solving. This situation leads to unhealthy development of self image and consequently leads to social such as being disruptive, withdrawal, low self esteem and insecurities in building relationships (Abd. Rahman et al., 2013). Previous studies have also linked negative social adjustment with personality problems which occur due to lack of social skills, interactions and communications especially with strangers. A few findings from previous studies also indicate that the aspect of problems in social adjustment will affect adjustment ability (Henrichon, 2016). To sum it up, most abuse victims are not able to develop sense of belonging and social skills needed and eventually caused them the inability to socialize in the real world.

Emotional problems caused by post traumatic stress will haunt the victims all their life (Abd. Manaf & Mokhtar, 2013). Emotional problems are closely related to anxiety, depression and anger caused by the stress they experience. In accordance to studies conducted by local researchers, they reported that victims of sexual abuse experienced confusions, guilt, fear, self blaming, emotional and trapped with the incidents (Wahab et al., 2013). This clearly shows that the effects of abuse are really serious as they will disrupt emotional balance and well being which later affect the individuals’ psychological stability into adulthood.

Among abuse issue chosen by researcher is mental health disorder. This is because abuse have been linked to severe mental health disorder throughout the life. Mental disorder is caused by the feeling of fear, disappointment, low self esstem, feeling of being threatened and repetitive memory of the incidents (Mokhtar, 2015). Severe mental disorder are shown by increased confusions, psychiatric problems like suicidal thoughts as indicated.

3.3 Care and Protective Institutions
Children growing up in care and protective institutions need more than food, clothing and shelter. Instead they should be given more opportunities to build ties with adults in a surrounding which emphasizes the concept of family institutions (Nalasamy & Ah, 2013). Building up good relationships between caregivers and residents are crucial as these influence teenagers’ perceptions to be more tolerant in accepting rules. Strict and rigid rules are seen as a way to control and discipline children. Hence, most rehabilitation programmes in care and protective institutions are focused on behavior modifications to reduce naughtiness (Nalasamy & Ah, 2013), as the main reasons for the children’s placement are emotional and behavioural problems (Schmidt, Cunningham, Dalton, Powers, Geenen & Orozco, 2013). Rigid, inconsistent and unclear rules (Saim et al., 2013) especially in reprimanding them (Abd. Manaf & Mokhtar, 2013) would cause confusion to the children. However, these children see all forms of barriers and limitations imposed on them as a term of rigid rules and only for the benefits of the administrators.

The effectiveness of the placements of the children in care and protective institutions is often doubted as it leaves negative effects on the children (Schmidt et al., 2013). The children are affected in the aspects of health, education and difficulties in securing jobs when they leave the institutions. Teenagers living in these institutions also posses less encouraging opinions on life and prospects of the future as compared to the teens of the same ages in normal environment (Nalasamy & Ah, 2013). Experiences living in residential care have incited over socialization process due to sharing of amenities and sharing of love to fill up the hollowness existed (pseudo family), due to separation from family. Nevertheless, over socialization does not encourage positive learning pattern because the residents are prone to spending time doing none academic activities. However, the residents feel that negative attitude towards learning happens due to ineffectve programmes, under qualified counselors, unappealing moral classes and outdated facilities. This situation usually puts these teens in the low academic achievements.
The placement of young children at protective institutions have impacted their development as it is proven that they will face social problems when they reach their teens. This is due to the focus of the institutions is more towards fulfilling their physical needs as compared to social interactions (Nalasamy & Ah, 2013). Apart from that, it is found that the care and protective institutions are using the same form of treatment on all residents without referring to the children background such as their admittance criteria (Yampolskaya et al., 2014) clinical report.

4. Underpinning Theory
Attachment theory is a collaboration between John Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth which tries to explain and measure babies responses when they are being separated from their mothers (Fonagy, 2018). Attachment theory is also known as psychosocial theory that explores human’s experiences developed from the interactions between individual psychology and their environment. This consequently affects individuals psychosocial development throughout a lifetime (Fonagy & Campbell, 2016). Previous studies indicate that intimacy with parents is closely related to a few teen’s psychosocial adjustments such as behavioural problems, emotion, cognitive and school’s. Researchers on psychology development theory have adopted attachment theory as the guidelines and framework to understand individual differences in emotional development and psychosocial functions and also teens’ adjustment away from the family context (Soares et al., 2014).

5. Framework
Abuse that happen severe the ties with parents as primary caregivers. As the continuous step to continue care and protection, children are placed in residential care. The effects of separation from families and experiences of being abused leave marks on the aspects of behavior, emotions, cognitive, mental and social. Hence indirectly these situations disturb the stability of the children’s psychosocial adjustments.
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Figure 5.1: Research Framework

6. Methodology
This research is designed as a qualitative study approach. The researcher chooses case studies based on exploratory studies which requires deep understandings on psychosocial adjustments of residents in the protective institutions. Data collections are done through semi structured individuals and groups interviews. The location is Rumah Kanak-Kanak (RKK) Arau, Perlis which is supervised by the Welfare Department of Malaysia. Participants is chosen based on suggestions by the shelter’s administration and their consent for interviews. Thematic analysis will be carried out to identify the main theme to the psychosocial adjustments of the behavior, social, emotions and mental health.

7. Implication and Recommendation For Future Research
The implications of the research are for the care services and victimizes children’s rehabilitations. The findings of this study will contribute towards psychosocial adjustments of the RKK residents through improvement of care and help services based on the children’s specific needs. The RKK administrations could also share the information about the institution in collaboration with the community to increase awareness and positive acceptance of the care and protection institutions’ residents. It is hoped that the findings of this study will be of benefit to those involved as a reference to identify factors that contribute towards healthy psychosocial development of the residents.
As a suggestion for future studies, different contexts and settings apart from the institutions should be taken into consideration. Apart from that, similar studies are needed to explore their psychosocial adjustments in the outside environment when they leave the care and protective institutions.

8. Conclusion
In conclusions, through the study conducted, the residents receive equal rights in various areas including education through involvement in various activities, learning facilities, teaching and better career prospects. The residents of the institutions can also move freely as the members of the society and are able to choose preferred career in the future. Positive acceptance from the society is necessary as psychosocial adjustments will then take place smoothly. If unrecognition or negative perceptions from the society occurs, these children will feel left out and they will be unable to adapt successfully due to stress and low self appreciation.
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